er than those grown in untreated soil.

Reclamation Bureau Interested

Though no effort has been made heretofore to give SS-13 much general publicity, the word concerning this new product has gotten out through various farm publications and through word of mouth. Mexican officials are studying it and watching its progress carefully. U. S. Bureau of Reclamation is interested. If SS-13 performs as well in as many ways as experience so far indicates, it can be of tremendous importance to the 17 western states.

Full Entertainment Fare for Wives at Houston

Wives, who accompanied husbands to Houston for the GCSA convention, didn't become lobby sitters while their mates were in the Emerald room learning how to cope with sod webworm and greens that have poor drainage.

They were entertained in the following way:

A hospitality center on third floor of the Shamrock Hilton was always open to them. There were teas, cocktail parties, and on one occasion, authentic Texas dep-

SCGA Folder Describes Association's Services

Members of the Southern California GA recently received a folder outlining the functions and services of the association. Illustrated with appropriate cartoons, it describes the SCGA handicap system, interclub competition, assistance given in legislation and tax matters and through accounting studies. The folder adds that the association provides member clubs with various forms, bulletins, bag tags, official score sheets, etc.

$AVE

10% to 25% on your golf course supplies

WE SHIP DIRECT

A complete line of —

LIQUID FERTILIZERS
FUNGICIDES
INSECTICIDES
HERBICIDES
WETTING AGENTS

Suppliers to the golf course trade since 1939.

Write for Catalogue

American Liquid Fertilizer Co., Inc. • Rokeby Chemical Co.
Marietta, Ohio • P.O. Box 267 • Phone: FR 3-1394

March, 1960